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ABSTRACT 

In modern public and private exchanges the sub
scriber connection network consists mostly of 
multi-stage link systems to which q subscribers 
(traffic sources) are connected. Such link 
systems carry different types of traffic: On 
the one side internal traffic which is performed 
by connections between two subscribers of the 
same subscriber connection network and on the 
other side outgoing and incoming external traf
fic to and from other connection networks which 
belong to the same or to any other exchange. 

This paper deals with the approximate calcula
tion of the probabilities of loss for such link 
systems with both-way connectiomand outgoing 
finite source traffic. According to the various 
structures of public and private exchanges the 
calculation distinguishes several operation 
modes. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In modern public and private exchanges the sub
scriber connection network (SCN) consists mostly 
of multi-stage link systems to which the q sub
scribers (traffic sources) are connected. Such 
link systems carry different types of traffic: 
1. Internal traffic which is. performed by con

nections between two subscribers of the same 
SCN. Each connection occupies two paths in 
the considered link system (SCN) outgoing as 
well as incoming (both-way connections). 

2. Outgoing and incoming external traffic to and 
from other SCN's, which belong to the same or 
to any other exchange. Each connection occu
pies one path in the considered link system. 

Link systems with internal and external traffic 
were already treated in [7J for PCT 1 (PCT 1: 
Pure Chance Traffic of type 1, i.e. Poisson in
put having constant arrival rate (infinite num
ber of sources); negative exponential holding 
time distribution). 
Now this method is extended to the more reali
sticcase of PCT 2 (PCT 2: Pure Chance Traffic 
of type 2, i.e. a finite number of sources pro
duces the offered traffic, each idle source has 
a constant arrival rate (Bernoulli-Input); ne
gative exponential holding time distribution). 

This paper deals with the approximate calcula
tion of the probabilities of loss for such link 
systems having a finite number of subscribers, 
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According to the various structures of public 
and private exchanges the calculation has to di
stinguish several operation modes according to 
the number and use of the trunk groups which are 
connected to one side of the SCN (the subscri
bers are connected to the other side of the SCN). 
After the definition of the three types of traf
fic (Section 2) these operation modes are dis
cussed in Section 3. In Section 4 the path-se
lection mode for internal and external calls 
resp. in the link system is regarded. As the re
sult definitions of the offered traffics and the 
probabilities of loss are given. 

The basic idea for the calculation of the pro
bability of loss is the method CIRB, which was 
developed for uni-directional traffic [4,5,6J. 
Furthermore, the distribution function of the 
probabilities of state for fully available 
groups with internal and external traffic and 
finite number of traffic sources is used, which 
is derived in [SJand represents an extension 
of (1,2]. 

The new calculation method is shown in Section S. 
In Section 6 results are compared with artifi
cial traffic trials. 
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2. THE THREE TYPES OF TRAFFIC 

@ :== = ,= 'I;} 
\ 

outgoing E-traffic 
outgOing} 

I-traffic 
incoming 
incoming E-traffic :. ~ ~O~~ : :of ::; 

subscribers trunk groups 

~: ,The three types of traffic. 

The three types of traffic are: 
(1) Internal traffic (I-traffic): This traffic is 

generated by q<oo subscribers (left side of 
the link system, cf. fig.i) and therefore 
considered as offered finite source traffic 
with uniform and constant arrival rate ()(i per 
idle source (PCT 2). This traffic leads to 
the same q subscribers of the considered link 
system. I.e. an internal connection occupies 
two subscribers and two paths in the link 
system, an outgoing and an incoming path. 

(2) Outgoing external traffic (outgoing E-traffic): 
This traffic is also generated by the q< ~ 
subscribers and leads via a trunk group 
(right side of the link system) e.g. to ano
ther exchange. This traffic is also PCT 2 
wi th uniform and constant arrival rate ()(egpe r
idle source. An outgoing external connection 
occupies only one subscriber and one path in 
the link system. 

(J) Incoming external traffic (incomingE-traffic): 
This traffic is generated by subscribers of 
other SCN's. Their number of subscribers q* 
(traffic sources) is greater than the number 
of subscribers q of the considered link sys
tem: q*» q. Therefore, this incoming E-traf
fic is peT 1 with the arrival rate A~. It 
leads via the considered link system to the 
q subscribers (left side of the link system), 
An incoming external connection occupies only 
one path and one subscriber in the link sys
tem. 

J. OPERATION MODES 

Oper. Use of the IExample of 
mode Structure R trunk group application 

1 ~ -SCN--' 1 Bi-directio- PCM-ex-

:I)( 'Y~ nalj inco- changes [9J 
ming and out W. I going 1- and '-- __ ..J 

E-traffic 

2 2 Uni-dlr~Q- Public ex-

~SCN -~® 
tct°nal ; changes [10] 

1 : outgo-
ing 1- and 

: I)( "y~ E-traffic 
'@VL- ___ , ffi: inco-

m ng I- and 
E-traffic 

J J Uni-dir~c- Private ex-

~ 
changes [11] 

'§j-SCN-~ 
1 : outgo-

ing I-traf-

~' ::A "Y~~ , 2 : inco-
m ng I-traf-

WL __ ~~ fic; 
Bi-directio-m:: 3 : Inco-
m ng and 
outgoing 
E-traffic 

Table 1: The operation modes. 

In public and private exchanges link systems 
with various structures and operation modes are 
realized. According to the number and use of the 
trunk groups three operation modes will be dis
tinguished. (Besides these three most important 
operation modes further operation modes are 
possi ble [8].) 
The three operation modes are characterized in 
table 1 (R=number of trunkgroups): 

4. DEFINITION OF THE OFFERED TRAFFIC AND THE 
PROBABILITIES OF LOSS 

4.1 The path selection mode and the definition 
of the traffic rates 

To define the offered traffics it is necessary 
to regard the switching mode of I- and E-calls 
in the link system (SCN). 

trunk group with incoming 
traffic 

.-....-/ J. J 
-y: "y ~-GSN--

: 'X"y' 

SCN 

trunk group : fi - - - -11 
with outgo- I ~ , ~ G) 
ing traffic \controll ~1ncoming outgoing 

~E-traffic E-traffic RS: Relay Set 
~: Speech path network of a telephone ex

change (e.g. SCN with operation mode 2). 

Mostly in modern exchanges a call produced by a 
special subscriber of the regarded SCN is con
nected via the SCN with a free Relay Set and the 
central control resp. (cf. fig.2). Then the cal
ling subscriber dials the number of the called 
subscriber and the control interprets this num
ber. 
Internal traffic: 

Then, considering an I-call, the internal con
nection is built up via the group selection net
work (GSN) and the SCN to the called subscriber. 
But this can be done iff the called subscriber 
is free. In the other case the call gets lost 
caused by the busy subscriber but not by the 
link system. I.e. in case of I-calls the path
selection mode works as follows: 
a) Attempt to connect the calling subscriber via 

the SCN with a free line (RS) of the outgoing 
trunk group (cf. fig.2). If all lines of this 
trunk group are busy or in case of internal 
blocking of the link system (SCN) the call 
gets lost. 

b) Attempt to connect the occupied RS with the 
called subscriber via the GSN and SeN, but 
only if the called subscriber is free. In 
case of internal blocking of the GSN or SCN 
the call gets lost. 

The influence of this path-selection mode to the 
offered and lost I-calls will be shown by means 
of figure J. 

~:Traffic rates (I-traffic). 

According to fig.3 the following rates can be 
defined: 
iA~t : total arrival rate of the I-traffic. 
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outgoing loss rate caused by internal 
blocking of the SCN or by full occupied 
outgoing trunk group. 
loss rate caused by busy called subscribers. 
incoming arrival rate to the GSN and SCN 
resp. regarding that the called subscriber 
is free. This arrival rate itA is given by: 

ic A = iAtot - iSA.! - ,?-8sub (4.1) 
incoming loss rate caused by internal 
blocking of the GSN or SCN. 

With these arrival and loss rates the occupation 
rate ;Ay yields: 

iAy = ic.A -;cAB = ;Atot: -;gAB -iAasub-;cAs(4.2) 

External traffic: 

Analogously, the incoming E-traffic is handled. 
Arriving at point CD in fig.2, it will be tried 
to connect the incoming E-calls via the GSN and 
SCN with the called subscriber iff the subscri
ber is free. 

'-_--- ec,1.tot.: total arrival rate 
.w.---- ecA~b: loss rate caused by 

busy called subscribers 
e~A : incoming arrival rate 
et"!: incoming loss rate 

2aused by the GSN or SCN 
ecAy: occupa t ion rate 

~ Traffic rates (incoming E-traffic). 

The incoming arrival rate ecA. is: 

ec.A = ecAtol - ecABsub (4.3) 
The occupation rate of the incoming E-traffic 
amounts to: 

eGAy = ecA - ec AB = ecAtot - ecABsub - ecA! (4.4) 

The outgoing E-traffic is handled as PCT 2, we 
get for the occupation rate ~AV: 

e~A'( = es A - ecaA'B (4.5) 
wi th esA arri val rate of the outgoing E

traffic, 
egAB loss rate of the outgoing E-traffiq 

4.2 Definition of the characteristic traffic 
values 

As shown in Section 4.1 two types of lost calls 
have to be distinguished: 
1. losses caused by blocking of the link system: 

BlinK 
2. loss caused by busy called subscribers: Bsub' 
Usual values for Bsub range from 10% to 20%. 
SCN's are normally dimensioned for values of Bli~ 
in the range of 0.1% to 5%. Calculating the pro
bability of loss of a link system we have to con
sider only Blink but not Bsub • I.e. we consider 
only the loss rate caused by blocking of the link 
system. Therefore, it is appropriate to define 
the arrival rate which is relevant for the link 
system as the total arrival rate ;~\~ reduced by 
the loss rate iAB~ub' 
Thus, we get the offered I-traffic (cf. fig.3): 

Ai = (;Atol - i AB!>ub )·h = (;9AB + icA)·h (4.6) 
with h = mean service time. 
The probability of loss of the I-traffic gets: 

Bi - is
A» + ic

A
8 (4.7) 

- ;~A]!, + iC~ 
Each successful I-call occupies two paths in the 
considered link system (SCN). Therefore, we get 
the internal carried traffic Yi: 

Yi = 2· 1,Ay·h (4.8) 
and with equ. (4.2) it becomes: 

Y; = Z'h{icA - itAP.) = 2 ' h ' (i~A8 + ;cA) (1 - ~iA~ + itA]!,) 
,~ AB -+ .;cA 

With equ. (4.6) and (4.7) we get: 

Yi = 2'Ai{ 1 - Bi ) (4.9) 

Analogously, we get the characteristic traffic 
values for the Incoming E-traffic (cf. equ. (4.3» ): 

Aec = (ecAtot - ec.A!sub)h = ecA·h (4.10) 

Bee == ec.AB/ec A (4.11) 

Yet = ecAY'h = Aec (1- BeJ (4.12) 

Finall~ the characteristic traffic values for 
the outgoing E-traffic are: 

Aeg = eiA·h (4.13) 

B~= e~AB/~A (4.14) 

Ye9 = esAY 'h - Aeg (1- Be~) (4.15) 

5. CALCULATION OF THE PROBABILITIES OF LOSS AND 
THE OFFERED TRAFFICS 

5.1 The link system and the given traffic value s 
5.1.1 The link system 

link group trunk groups 

;V ., i~l<j n" 
stage No. 1 - - i t-

L ' .~ n __ -+-~~-:--nR 
~1 ~j 

~: link system with S 

The parameters i~, kj, g~ (j=l, .. ,S) and nT 

(r=l, .. ,R) of the link system are given (cf. fig. S). 
According to the three operation modes we have 
different numbers R of trunk groups (cf. Section 
3, table 1). 

5.1.2 The given traffic values 
The carried traffics of the three traffic types 
are prescribed: 

Yi : for the I- t raffic, 
- Yeg : for the outgoing E-traffic, 
- Y~ : for the incoming E-traffic. 
Characterizing the carried traffic YST of a trunk 
group No. r (r=l, .. ,R) we get according to the 
different operation modes: 

- Operation mode 1: YS1 - Yi + '(eli + Yec (5.1 ) 
- Operation mode 2: YS1='(;/2+Ye~Ii'(s~=Y;I2+Yet(5.2 ) 
- Operation mode 3: '<S1=Yu'=Y;/2.; YS3=Y~+Yec (5.3) 
The total carried traffic is: Yt:ot::;Y;+Yeg+'t'ec(5.4) 
and the total carried E-traffic is: Ye=Y~~~( 5 . 5 ) 

From these given values we get the carried traf
fic of a multiple in stage No.j (j=l, .• ,S): 

Yj = Ytot /~j (5.6) 

5.2 Assumptions 
5.2.1 Assumption No.1 (general) 
The probabilities of state of the out lets of 
each multiple in stage No.1 w(x) and those of the 
link groups p~ (x) and of the trunk groups PT(X) 
lre independent of each other, but they depend on 
;he given carried traffics,Le. LXP(X)=YprescribE'ci 

5.2.2 Assumption No.2 (I-traffic) 
According to the path-selection mode described 
in Section 4.1 there exists a time delay between 
the path selection in outgoing and incoming di
rection of an I-call. This time delay is caused 
by the dialling of the telephone number and thei r 
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interpretation in the control (cf. fig.2). In[12] 
it was shown that, with given carried traffic, 
this time delay does not influence the probabi
lity of loss considerably. Therefore, this time 
delay is neglected. 

5.2.3 Assumption No.3 (incoming I- and E-traffic) 
The incoming traffic (internal and external) is 
connected to the considered SCN via further se
lector stages (e.g. in fig.2 by the GSN). Losses 
caused by these selector stages are neglected. 
Therefore, in case of incoming I- and E-traffic 
it is allowed to replace the point-to-point se
lection from a special inlet of these selector 
stages (GSN in fig.2) to the called subscriber 
(left side of the SCN) by the grpup selection 
from the called subscriber to the trunk group 
carrying the incoming traffic (cf. fig.2). 
(Of course, in case of outgoing I- and E-traffic 
group selection is considered.) 

5.3 The principle of the calculation method 
The probabilities of loss for the three traffic 
types are divided each into different parts 
[4,5,7,8 J: 
1. The probability of loss, caused by blocking 

of the outlets of a multiple in stage No. 1. 

2. The probability of loss, caused either by 
lin~ system blocking, i.e. by the limited ac
cess to the considered trunk group No.r or by 
the state "all lines of this trunk group No.r 
busy". 

3. In case of ij > k1 : the probabi lities of loss, 
caused either by the limited access to the 
link group between stage No. j and stage No. 
j+l (j=2, •. ,S-1) or by the state "all lines 
of this link group busy". 

The distribution function for fully available 
groups with 1- and E-traffic and PCT 2 [8J is 
assumed for these probabilities of state. Accor
ding to[3)generating arrival rates ~oare intro
duced in such a way that with the distribution 
function of the fully available group the pre
scribed carried traffic results. 

For the calculation of the probabilities of state 
and the probability of loss for the I-traffic, 
this traffic is divided into two parts (fig.6): 

., j s 
~.-. !. :1(1) MI-traffic 

~_'-____ . -::l::-r----~1r-• .---_,(2) SI-traffic 

~: The two parts of the I-traffic. 

These two part are (cf. fig.6): 
(1): Multiple-internal traffic (MI-traffic): 

The calling and the called subscriber are 
connected with the same multiple in stage 
No.l, i.e. a MI-call occupies two outlets 
of t he same multiple in stage N.o. 1. 

(2): System-internal traffic (SI-traffic): The 
calling and the called subscriber are con
nected with different multiples in stage 1. 

(Generally, in case of link systems with link 
blocks a further subdivision of the I-traffic 
is useful [8].) 

5.4 The calculation of the probabilities of 
state 

5.4.1 The probabilities of state w(x) 
To calculate w(x) we have to consider one mul
tiple of stage No.l with its different traffic 
types (in the following we consider mean ser
vice time h=1). 
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i1 inlets k1 outlets 

~
ego(011 eg y~ (1) outgoing E-traffic 
ec Ao1 I ec y~ (2) incoming E-traffic 

I mO::o1 I 11"\ Y .. (3) MI-traffic 
sOC 01 ) S8 Y .. (4) outgoing SI -traffic , 

scoco~) sc.Y .. (5) incoming SI-traffic 
x 

~: A multiple of stage No. 1 with the 
different traffic types. 

In fig. 7 we have the following traffic types: 

(1) Outgoing E-traffic with the generating ar
rival rate egOC01 of an idle source. The carried 
traffic is: eiY1 = Ye~/~1 (5.7) 
Therefore, we get the arrival rate in state 
{x+l} of the considered multiple:eglXo~(i .. -(x+1)), 

(2) Incoming E-traffic with the generatingarriv
al rate ecAO'\. The carried traffic is: 

ecY1 = Yec/1l1 (5.8) 
An incoming E-call is offered to the consid
ered multiple iff the called subscriber is 
idle. The probability that a special sub
scriber is idle in state {x+l\ of the mul
tiple is: (i., -(x+l) )/i., • 

(3) MI-traffic with the generating arrival rate 
m«01per idle source and the carried traffic 
mY., • With the assumption that all incoming 
calls are equally distributed amoung the g., 
mutliples of stage No.l we get mY", = "Y .. Ig 1 • 

With ;Y",= Yi/g", we get: y; 
m Y" = S1' S1 ( 5 • 9 ) 

In state lxJwe have the arrival ra:te mO<01 (i.-x). 
A MI-connection is built up iff the called 
subscriber is idle. A MI-call which is gen
erated in state tx}occupies the traffic source 
x+l, therefore, the probability that the 
called subscriber (within the same multiple) 
is idle becomes: (i.,-(x+l»/L,. 

(4) Outgoing SI-traffic with the generating ar
ri val rate SO(01 per idle source and the carried 
traffic sgY" . A SI -call leads to a subscriber 
of one of the remaining (g.,-l) multiples of 
the link system. In each of these multiples 
the mean number of busy subscribers is Y.,. 
Therefore, the mean value ot the probability 
that the called subscriber is idle yields: 
(t, - V .. )/;1' 

(5) Incoming SI-traffic with the generating ar
ri val rate $,0(01 referred to the considered 
multiple and the carried traffic SCY1' An in
coming SI-call is generated by a subscriber 
of one of the remaining (g",-l) multiples. 
I.e. each idle source of these (g",-l) multi
ples has an arrival rate referred to the con
sidered multiple of~"'.s~cI(j1-1). The mean value 
of the idle sources of each of the (g .. -l) 
multiples is: (i1 -Y1 ). Therefore, we have the 
total incoming arrival rate: "CX'01 (;",-Y4)(g.-.c)=.stIt'o..(i4 - Y-t). 
The probability that a special subscriber is 
idle in the cinsidered multiple is ('i1-ClC+1))/i1.J 
if the incoming SI-call is offered in state 
tX+1\ • 

With ecoco1 -= ecA01/i1 we get from equ. (5.10): 
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a 
with L w(x) = 1 

x,.o 
The value a is: a = k1 for i1~ k" (5.12) 

a = i1 for i" < k" 
With the carried traffics e~Y1' ec. Y .. , sY1 = iY.. -mY .. 
and ""Y/t the quantitiesegrl.ol,ec\)(OH sot01 and".,'::i.o1 have to 
be determined (by iteration) such that the fol
lowing equations (5.13) to (5.19) are fulfilled. 

Outgoing E-traffic: 
eg Y1 = e,lXo1 (;~- Y .. ).(-1 - e~ bit) 

with eib" = t = ~1 w(a) 
(e~b .. is the probability of loss of a 
vallable trunk group.) 

Incoming E- t raffic: 

} (5.13) 

fully a-

QC Y .. = t eci\().\ ;4~ X (1- ecb,,) = ec.OCo1 (;1- \)( ~ - ec b .. )} 
X" 0 " ( 11- a 5.14) 

with b = ec "01 w( a);~ ;1- d. () - b 
et .. 'i _ VII • _ y w a. - ea " 

ec.l\o1~ 1" It " 
'1 

Equ. (J.14) show s that the incoming and 0ut going 
E-traffic are handled identically. Thi s is 
caused by the suitable definition of the offered 
traffic according to Section 4. 

SI-traffic: 

The generating offered traffic s'lA01 for the out
going SI-traffic yields: 

A - ~') ()14-YII ...J (' y')-i~-'<1 sa 04 - 50(0" L (1 .. -)1 W le - .- = S\l\O" '4- A -.-
• oIC_O 1" ,~ 

where (i-t -Y1 ) 11., is the probability that the 
called subscriber is idle. This probability is 
independent of the state \x\ in which an outgo
ing SI-call is generated. 
The generating offered traffic for the incoming 
SI-traffic yields: a 

scAO« -= $CoCo .. (;4- Y. )(g~--1) b w(x) ;..: = S~A04"2 sAo.. (S . ~6) 
Analogously, we get the probability of loss for 
the SI-traffic of a fally available group in out
going and incoming direction [8J: 

sb1 = 551 b1 -&cb,,:I ;.4-~ w(a) (J.17) 
'. - '1 

With equ.(5.16) and (5.17) we get: 

sY.=sraY4 +scY1 =2. · .sAOi(~-sb,,) (J.18) 
MI-traffic: 
The generating offered traffic MAo ... is (cf. re
mark to traffic (3) of fig. 7) 

mAo ... = ""ry.o,,~(i1-x)w(x) i1-<,)(+-I) (5.19) 
x~o '" 

An outgoing MI-call gets lost in state tal. That 
call occupies the source (a+l); therefore, we 
get the probability (i1-(a+l))/i" that the called 
subscriber is idle. Then, the probability of loss 
m,b. in outgoing direction is : 

b 
_ (;4-a)w(a)(i,,-(a.+~)) 

(,.20) 
l'l'Ii ,,- ~ (i1-)()w(,,)(i 1 -(lCtA)) 

)('0 

An incoming MI-call gets lost in state{a-lk. 
Therefore, we get analogously to equ.(5.20): 

b 
= (i,-(a--t»w(a--t)(i,-a) (~ 21) 

me '" a )? ~ (i~-)() w(x) (i.-(x .. ,,) 

Acc. to equ.(4.9) the carried MI-traffic is: 

mY" = 2·""Ao .. (1- (~61+\'"nCb .. ») (5.22) 

5.4.2 The probabilities of state Pr(x) 

5.4.2.1 Operation mode 1 

Link systems with operation mode 1 have R=l 
trunk groups. The number of sources for this 
trunk group is:: 

q = i.,.g .. (5.23) 
For this trunk group we have to distinguish be
tween the three traffic types: outgoing E- , in
coming E- and I-traffic. Therefore, we get the 
recurrence formula (acc.to equ.(5.11)): 

p~(H2) =(es<ios+eccios)~-(X'H)~(H-1) + 2 " !XOS~D(l() ~-(l(H) 
'H 2. 1 x-t 2 r1 ~ 

with ....!l1 ?; p,(x) = 1 (S.ZIf-) 

Whereas. the carried traffics Ye~ , Yec and Y, are 
prescribed, the quantities of the generatin~ ar
ri val ratesel'oS' ectllos= etAoS/q and ;'::i.os have to be de
termined (by i t eration) such that equ.(5.13), 
(5.14) and (5.22) are fulfilled. Hereby, the 
quantities referred to a multiple of stage No.l 
have to be replaced by the quantities referred 
to the trunk group. 

5.4.2.2 Operation mode 2 
Link systems with operation mode 2 have R=2 
trunk groups. The mean number of sources per 
trunk ~roup is: 

q~ q YS, } ( 5.25 ) 
and q2. q 

YS" 

An internal call occupies in each trunk group 
one line. Therefore, the rec urrence formula for 
the probabilities of state Pr(x) is: 

Pr()(f1.)=eCXost'~ p,(x) +.ci. ~,-x .n(x) ~,-()(+-1) )( +., r 1 OS, X t 1\ r.,. 0, 
(J.26) 

with 
x=o 

where (qr-(x+l))/q is the probability that the 
called subscriber is idle if an I-call is gener
ated in stat e {x}. 
The generating arrival rate gets in case of: 

- trunk group r=l: ea(oS~:: es(){oS 

- trunk group r=2: e()(oS2. -= eclXos 

Again, with the prescribed carried traffics YS1 

and Y S2. (cf. equ. ( 5.2» we get eOlos" and;a£os,by iter
ation such that the following equations are ful
filled: 

eYs,= elXos,(9-Y~l)(1- ~'~;~t Pr(O .. ») (5.27) 

where e.YS1 = Yes and eYS2, = Yee • 

iYSr = ~; :: iAoSf" (-1 - ;bs,) (5.28) 

with the generating offered I-traffic: 
- ~ - ~1-()(+") 

i AOSr = i\)(oSr L (4r-x) P,.(~) Q 

x:ao 1 

(5.29) 

and the probability of loss of a fully available 

group: (9,-n .. ) p/n y ) (9f'- (0,+1\)) 
;6s" = ~n----------------~-:t:: (q,.-x) ?.,.(x) (q,-(x-t-1» 

(5.30) 

)(=0 

5 .4.2,3 Cperati on mode J 
;"ink systems with ope ration mode J ha ve R=3 
t r unk groups. The trunk group NO.l and No.2 are 
only carry i ng t he outt;;oi ng and i ncoming I- t. raf
fi c resp .. Therefore, the trunk grouf ::: No.l and 
No.2 are always in the s ame sta t e tx (n" = nl). 
I.e. we get p,,(x) == Pl(x) = P",,?(x). 
The mean numbe r of sources for bot h of the se 
trunk groups is: 

(J.31) 
Calculating t he probabilitie s of state P .. ~(x) we 
have to consider that the internal arriva~ rate 
in state {xJ of the trunk group is ;o(os (9~,2. - 2')()' 
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The probability that the called subscriber is 
idle yields: (q .. ,'1.- (2x+1»!q . 

Therefore) we get the recurrence formula: 
p. (x+,,): .ff. s ~1.l - 2 ~ c ()() ct"'1. -(2~ 'H) 

1,'1. , 0 )( .. ~ , ",t ~ 

with ~ () A (5.32) 
~ P~a )( ::', 

Furthermore, the equations (5.28), (5 . 29 ) a nd 
(5.30) are valid, whereby (q~-x) has to be re
placed by (q1,2.-2x) and (q,-(x+1) has to be re
placed by (q",1. - (2x+1) ) . 
The probabilities of state p~(x) are calculated 
acc. to equ.(5.26) and (5.27) with: 

q3= q-Yi, e YS1 = Ye and ;«,Ss= o. 

5.4.3 The probabilities of state Pj(x) 
The link group between stage No. j and stage No. 
j+1 of the link system (j=2, .. , S -l) has n.j=gj'kj 
link lines (fig. 5). The number of sources for 
this link group is q = i .• g... 

In the link group we have to distinguish the 
three traffic types outgoing and incoming E-traf 
fic and I-traffic. Therefore, the recurrence 
formula acc. to equ . (5 .24) i s valid. Hereby, th~ 
quantitie s referred to the trunk group NO.1 hav e 
to be repl aced by the quant ities re f er r ed to the 
link group. 

5 . 5 The trunk g r oup blocking and the link group 
blocking 

Acc. to [4,5,6,7,81we have to calculate the trur. ;~ 
group and link group blocking. These are denoted 
with P{kmr} for trunk group No. r and with P{kmj} 
for the link group between stage No. j and stage 
No. j+1. Hereby, km~ and km~ is the Mean Access ~
bility from an inlet of stage No. 1 to the con
sidered trunk or link group resp •. We get: 

km,.:: {'TT- ( ~~ -Y}) } kSr + Yst
. Y1 } \ 

~c04 Yl~ (5.33 . 
and . ~ 

km j = fy" (k., - Y ~)} k ~ -+ y., 
(The limitations of these formulae are describe~ 
in [4, 5 , 6,7]. For special structures it is also 
nossible to modify these for mulae acc. to[13].) 
Group blocking is calculated as for one stage 
arrangements with constant accessibility km[4,5J 
Therefore~ we need the blocking probability 
c(x) [3,4J. We get: 

(~mJ .( ) _ ~~"') 
Cr(,c) =- Vi;- a l1d C~ '( - ("i ' Tesp. (5 .34 ) 

( k"'J) ~ml) 
(Generally , km.,. and kmj have no integer value s , 
therefore, we calculate cr(x) and c · (x) by means 
of linear interpolation.) ~ 

5. 5 .1 E-traffics 
In case of the E-traffic s we get: 

Yl" 

eg 'P{ k",~} : et"P {kM'} = ?::mr p/)(). e,. ex) (5 .35 ) 

Tte I ndex r depends on the opera t ion rr.ode and 
represents t he number of tha t trunk group on 
wh ich t he outgo ing and i ncoming E- traffic resp . 
is carried. 

Analogously we get : l 
~f{kmlJ = ec'P{kmj1 ~ L r/)()C~(x) ( 5 . )6 ) 

)(- kml 

5. 5.2 I-traffi c 

5 . 5 . 2.1 Li nk gr oup blocking 
For outgoing I -t raf f i c we get acc . to equ .( S.3 ( ): 

i.~ -p { k \'T) j 1 ::: e ~ 'P t Le tJl a } ( 5 . 37 ' 
For incoming I-traff i c we get[2,7J: 

1c'P{km.J: ~ . 'F . ()()(1-Ca(x)) ' C.~()(-tA) 
6 hm~ ~ 
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In equ.(5.)8) link group blocking in outgoing 
direction is excluded. 

Therefore, we get the total internal link group 

blocking: ; P{ k",~ 3 = i~ 1> 1 k"'j) + ;e 'P{kw.J} (5.39 ) 

5.5.2.2 Trunk group blocking 
Operation mode 1: For outgoing I-traffic we get: 

t'l" 

;~'P{~rn,1 ::r L flex) c..ex) (5.40) 
K- k".,'I 

The , incoming I-traffic is also carried on trunk 
group No. 1. Therefore, we get acc. to (5.38): 

°1 
;c'P{km,}= L ~()()(1-c .. (x)) 'c.l)c-tA) (5.41 ) 

)(=km -1 

Operation mode 2: For outgoing I-traffic we get 
i9P{k", .. tacc. to equ. (5.40). 
The incoming I-traffic is carried on trunk group 
No.2. The probabilities of state P1(X) are as
sumed to be independent of Pl(x). Therefore, we 
get the trunk group blocking for the incoming 
I-traffic, excluding the blocking in outgoing 
direction: n

1 

ic1>{ k ... ~ = {. k.}(X) c.M(1- ;~1'fk .. ,V (5 .421 

Oper ation mode 3: For outgoing I-traffic we get 
equ.(5.40) again. Excluding the blocking in out 
going direction in the trunk group No.1 we get 
rnJ: t'l 

;c~fkmJ = krn~'t()()(1-C1()()) ' C~()() (5.43) 

For the three operation modes the total trunk 
group bl ocking ;Ptk~,1is calculated acc. to 
eq u • ( 5 . 39 ) . 

5 .6 The probabilities of loss and the offered 
t raffics 

5.6.1 E-traffic 

The arr i val ra t e of the outgoing E-traffic is: 

e~ A = ~oc (;1 - Y1 ) ( 5 .44 ) 
With the total arrival ra~ e ~~ht of the incom
in~ E-traffic we ~e t accordin~ t o the defini t ion 
in Section 4: A = A ~ ee ee tc:.t ,~ 

Wi th ecCX = ecAb.i /i1 we ~et: 

ec A = ec 0( (;1 - Y1) (5.4 5) 

Acc. t o the principle described in Section 5.) 
t he loss rat e for outgoing E-traffic yields[4, 5,8): 

- In s t age No. 1: 
ec;!A~) = esoC (;1- a.) w(a) ( 5 .46) 

- In t he f ol lowin~ s t ages: 

ei A(~\ =(esA - e9A(~»)( 1- tT (,., -esP{ krna})(1 - es P{kmT})) (S.lt7) 
,,=2. 

Analogousl~ we ge t the loss rat es of t he incom
ing E- t raffic. 
Wi t h equ. ( 5.44 ) t o ( 5 .47) we ge t : 

A(~) Ali) 
B = ea B + eq Band 'B '" B ( 5.48) 

e~ es r.. ec e~ 

~he offered traffics yield: 
A = ~ Yec 
e~ '\_ BeCA Aec = 1 _ Bee ( 5 .49) 

5 .6. 2 I-traffic 
The probability of loss B; of the I-traffic is 
divided in Bm caused by the MI-traffic and Bs 
caused by the SI~ traffic. 

• 
• 

• 
• 



• 
• 

• 
• 

~he part 1/g1 of the I-traffic is MI-traffic, 
t he other part is SI-traffic. Therefore, we get 
the probability of loss referred to the offered 
I-traffic: 1 

Bi = ~ Bm -+ (1-~,,) Bs (5. ') 0) 

MI-traffic: 
Acc. to the definition (4.7) we ~et : 

_ mqAP, -+ rraci\~ 
Bm - m<a AB -+ meA 

( 5 . 51) 

With the arrival rate ~~ of the MI-traffic t he 
loss rate of the outgoin~ MI-traffic yields 
(analogously to equ.( 5.46) and (.5.47»: 

mgAB: rn<X[ci,-a)w(a) ... ((i,-Y1) -(i1-a)w(a))(1- n(1- iS P{kll'la})(1- '3 'P{km,,}»] 
a" (5.52) 

The incomin~ arrival rate yields: 
a.-i . s-~ 

rotA = ."ri. L(i1-x)w(x) '1-~l(.A) D(4- i~ 'P{kmd~)(~- '3 P[k~r}) 
. )(=0 1 a"2. (5,53) 

The loss rate of the incomin~ MI-traffic is cal
culated in three steps: 

Blocking in the link ~roups: 

Firstly, we calculate the occupation rate in 
stage No. l' a. l 

• "\ Col) ~-') ()lc(xt'1) 
{\ := IX (1 -)( W x -.-- (5. 55) 

m '( m ,. 1 '1 

(Calls ~enerated in state {a} or ta-1} get los~ 
Therewith, we get: , 

(") (1) S-ot ~ 
mcA~ = mAy ~ kP{km~} I1 (~-;'P{k"'}}). <5.;6) 

.. 1"2 t-l 

. IT (1-;~p{k ... ~1)(1-;~ "P{Kmr }) 
..,.. ~+1 

- Blocking of a trunk group: 
Cr) (4) S-i r } 

mcAB = ,,)y n (~-;~{km~H ' ;ct=\km'f 
j=2 

( 5.57) 

The loss rate of the incoming MI-traffic yields: 
(1) (~) ( .. ) 

mcAB = "".AR + I'ncA"B + me"~ (5.58) 

SI-traffic: 
The probability of loss of the SI-traffic is 
defined by: 

$JAB + se. AB 8::: -
S S<& AB + se A 

(5.59) 

The loss rate SSA]!) of the outgoin~ SI-trCiffic is 
calculated acc. to equ.(5.52), where m« is re
placed by the arrival rate 5.0( of the SI-traffic. 

With 5,!A~) :: sOC [Ui -Y1)-(;1- a)w(a)] (5.60) 

we get the incoming arrival rate: 
5-~ 

A:: Al~).;"~Y1 TI(-1- j -P{I<W\.})(~- i~'P{k",J) (5.61) 
se S'a Y '1 1= 2. S 1 

The loss rate of the incoming SI-traffic is cal
culated in three steps: 

- The loss rate in sta~e No. 1: 
. $- .. 

A(1
) = A(4) · w(a)'1~a n(-1-;~"ptk ... )(-i-i~P{k ..... }) (5.62) 

se:r. s~ y 11 . ~ 
l:' 

- The rate scA~) , caused by blocking of a link 
group: 
With 
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\ (, ) 
we get equ.(5.56), where rn Ay has to be re-
placed by ~A~). 

- 'T he loss rate s,f-..(~) , caused by blocking of a 
t runk group: 

A(') 
5e B is calcula t ed acc. t o e~u.( ) . 77), where 
'" A.(~ has to be re placed by sA(~. 

'T he incoming loss rate yields: 
(1) (j) (Y) 

.sc.AB==~cA"B+ sc.A:a+SC.f-B ( 5 .63) 

Finally, we calculate t he offered t raffic: 
Vi 

Ai = 2 (~ _ BJ ( 5 .64) 

ryimensioning a link system with 1- and E-traffic 
it is of interest to consider the t otal proba
bili t y of loss. We get: 

B = Aeg · Beg + AecBec.. + Ai Bi 
tot Ae~ +Aec. +Ai 

(5.65 ) 

6. COMPARISON B~WEEN CALCULA'1'ION ANn AR~ IFIC IAL 
TRAFFIC TRIALS 

In all diagrams I means t he test result wi t h a 
confidence interval of 95~. ~he solid lines are 
obtained with the presented calculat ion method . 

6.1 Two-stage l ink system with op e r a tion mode 1 

0.3----------------------~------~~~--~ 

0.2 Btot 

0.11---1--4--- !L 
Ytot 

0.05~----~~-----4--~~~--~~-+------~ 

0 . 02~------~----~--~--~~-----+------~ 

O. 01~-------+--+---4----4---~1------2----~ 

0.0051----~1----I--+-~~ g? 
'0 5 

0.0021----1--+.-1---1-+-.---+---------1 
Ytot _I 
n, 7 Erlang 

0.001 L-.L-___ .../.J._---''--...l-___ '--__ --'-__ ----I 

0.4 

Dia.gram 

0.5 0.6 0.1 0.8 0.9 

1; Total prcbability of loss B ~o-t as 
function of the carried t r aff ic per 
out l et Yt~ /n~; par amet er Y~/Yb~ = 
0; C.5; 1.C. 

6.2 Three-stage link s ystem with operation modA 2 

Diagr amrr, Prot a bi l ity of loss of the in
te:'nal traffic, 
Probability of lO GS of the out
going and incoming external traf-
fic refip. 

a s func tion of t he c a rried traff i c 
per ou~l c t. Ytot /r·tot = Ytot. /(n 1 +n 2. ) . 
YS1 /n1 = YS2. /n2 . 
Pararr,e ter Y;/Ytct = 0.5. 
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0.3r------.------,-----~~--~_r--__ ~ 

0.2 Bf <D 
Beg· Bee ® 

0.1~--A_-+------+---~~~~~~----~ 

0.05~--+--r------~----~~------+-----~ 

0.02~-----r--~--~~---+------+-----~ 

0.01~-----+----~4-------~~2--~3~----~ 

0.00 5 ~-..I--I- '----+--

10 10 10 

Ytot _ / 
-;;-;;t/ Erlang 

0.001 L.....£ __ -'-__ ---I'--__ -'-__ --'-__ ---..I 

0.4 , 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 o.g 

Diagram 2 

6.3 Four-stage link system with operation mode 3 

O~----------~--~--~-~~ 

Bi (1)-
0.2 Beg= Bee ® ---

0.11------+-+----4-----+-,,,...---+----_1 

0.051------+-------+-----#-~----+-------I 

0.02 

0.01 

0.005 

80 40 16 14 
0.002 

0.001 

Ytot le 
ntot Erlong 

0.5 0.6 0.1 0.8 0.9 1.0 

, Diagram 3: CD 
o 

Probability of loss of the in
t ernal traffic, 
Pr obability of loss of the out
go ing and incoming external t raf-
f i c resp. 

as f unc t ion of the carr ied traff ic pe .' 
outle t Ytot /ntot = Yto-l /(n1+n2,+n3) 
(Yi/2)/n1 (Y~/ 2) /n~ = Ye/n3' 
Parameter Y; /Yiot = c . 667. 

CONCLUSION 

Link systems with both-way connections and out
going finite source traffic were considered. 
According to the number and use of the trunk 
groups of such link systems several operation 
modes were discussed. Based on a suitable de
finition of the offered traffics and the pro
babilities of loss an approximate calculation 
method was derived. 

The results of the calculation method are com
pared with the results of artificial traffic 
trials performed on a digital computer. The 
comparison shows the good accordance between 
approximate and test results. 
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